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Abstract Embryonic dormancy is defined as a set of

blocks imposed upon a process(es) cardinal for growth. In

apple seeds, all these blocks are removed as a result of cold

treatment (stratification), but some of them are also affec-

ted by light and/or hormonal treatments. This review

summarizes published data related to the modes of action

of above factors on the changes in the levels of endogenous

hormones and some other plant growth regulators (e.g.,

hydrogen cyanide), and on certain enzymes involved in

mobilization of seed reserves and catabolism of their

hydrolysis products. Phytochrome and activities of acid

lipase and a protease have been indicated as receptors of

light and low temperature, respectively. Several chains of

events initiated by these two environmental factors and

leading to dormancy removal are proposed, and the sites of

their control by hormones and HCN are indicated. These

chains are postulated to contribute to the elimination of

particular blocks that hinder germination and therefore to

be involved in the mechanisms of dormancy breakage.
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Introduction

Dormancy and processes cardinal for growth

Dormancy in plants, wherever it is observed, can be

defined as a temporal cessation of growth of a plant mer-

istem. All the classifications of dormancy are related to the

organ and/or tissue where the inhibition of growth takes

place, to the kind of factor that affects dormancy and, more

recently, to the relationship between the site of action of

this factor and the location of inhibited (dormant) meristem

(Lang 1987).

For a normal, harmonious growth of a plant, a set of

individual, coordinated processes have to occur in order to

supply the growing cells with metabolic energy and

materials for syntheses of cell components, as well as to

maintain, modify, and build new structures. The supply of

energy and materials ought to take place at the right time,

in optimal amounts, and in the right place. These processes

are not identical in different meristems; their occurrence

(activity) may be limited to some organs, species, and

physiological situations, but provided that they are indis-

pensable for normal growth—they are implicated in the

control of growth, and therefore, are considered to be the

cardinal processes for growth. To the best of my knowl-

edge, the concept of cardinal processes for physiological

phenomena in plants (also called ‘‘essential processes’’)

was developed by Daphne Osborne in early 1980s

(Osborne 1981; Osborne et al. 1984), but it had already

been exploited earlier (e.g., processes cardinal for seed

formation; Pate 1975).

The concept of cardinal processes allows for a definition

of dormancy that follows the definition mentioned above.

According to this definition, which will be used throughout

this paper, dormancy is a block, or a set of blocks, imposed
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upon a process(es) cardinal for growth. The induction and

breakage of dormancy results from modifications in the

control of cardinal processes associated with growth.

Elimination of all blocks leads to the restoration of normal

growth, and thus, it is equivalent to complete removal of

dormancy.

Reversible inhibition of meristematic growth occurs

during all stages of plant ontogenesis and may concern

almost all organs and tissues. Some of these events are not

commonly considered as dormancy (e.g., temporal growth

cessation due to stress conditions, correlative inhibitions,

etc.). Moreover, dormancy is often observed only under

certain environmental conditions, and therefore, it is con-

sidered as a relative phenomenon (e.g., Côme 1980/81).

Nevertheless, accepting the above description of dor-

mancy, it seems reasonable to use one term for all the

phenomena based on the same fundamental mechanism, as

it was done by Lang (1987) who has proposed an universal

dormancy terminology. Obviously, the character of the

inhibited process, the kind of block, the mode of its onset

and elimination, and the factors involved contribute to the

determination of the type (class) of dormancy.

Germination and dormancy in seeds

Although the mechanisms of growth inhibition in different

dormant organs and tissues have been extensively studied

(for a review see, e.g., Kozlowski and Pallardy 2002),

investigations in which dormant seeds were used as a

model material are the most abundant and yielded the most

interesting results. In contrast to the majority of other

phases in plant ontogenesis, germination of seeds is char-

acterized by the absence of cellular growth and differen-

tiation. By definition, germination incorporates those

events that commence with the uptake of water by the

quiescent dry seed and terminate with the elongation of the

embryonic axis (Bewley 1997). The beginning of growth,

manifested by protrusion of the radicle through the seed

coat, denotes the end of germination and the beginning of

the next developmental phase—the vegetative growth. The

above definition of germination corresponds to the term

‘‘early germination’’ or ‘‘germination sensu stricto’’ used

by some authors.

The initiation of growth is critically dependent on the

processes cardinal for seed germination, defined as above.

Some of them are identical with the cardinal processes for

the preceding and/or following developmental phases

(embryogenesis and early growth, respectively). Some

other processes cardinal for germination also occur during

other developmental phases, but are not cardinal for those

phases. Finally, some processes cardinal for germination

are unique to this phase. Table 1 shows examples of pro-

cesses cardinal for germination.

Undisturbed course of all cardinal processes leads to the

end of germination and hence to normal growth of a

seedling. Any obstacle, inhibition, or barrier affecting these

processes is involved in the onset and maintenance of

dormancy.

Usually, more than one mechanism is implicated in the

dormancy in seeds, i.e., more than one process cardinal for

germination is inhibited or slowed down. This complex

nature of dormancy is one of the causes of the different

depth (intensity) of dormancy in different seeds. In another

words, many different intermediate physiological states

exist between a non-dormant and a deeply dormant seed,

resulting in differences in germination and important

developmental anomalies (Côme 1980/81; Bouyon and

Bulard 1986). Moreover, any lot of seeds of a given species

(cultivar) is always heterogeneous as far the depth of their

dormancy is concerned. Each seed in a batch may be in a

slightly different physiological state. It depends on such

factors as the climatic conditions of fruit ripening, fruit

localization on the tree, the number of seeds in the fruit,

localization of the seeds in the carpellar cavity, seed stor-

age conditions, etc. The dormancy of seeds in a batch is

characterized by its germination rate, by the eventual per-

centage of germinated seeds, and by the degree and fre-

quency of seedling anomaly. All these parameters have a

statistical character and describe the physiological state of

a population, but not of an individual seed.

Although the primary mechanisms of dormancy evi-

dently rely upon the heritable genetic features, one of the

most frequently postulated (and studied) mechanisms for

control of seed dormancy is a block in reserve mobilization

(e.g., Villiers 1972; Lewak 1981; Drewes and Van Staden

1991; Foley et al. 1993). Nevertheless, several reservations

related to that opinion have been put forward (Bewley

1997). They are based on the fact that the processes

Table 1 Examples of processes cardinal for germination

Hydration of cell colloids and related conformational changes in

macromolecules

Activation of membrane repair systems

Activation of energy generating systems

Activation of DNA repair systems

Expression of specific genes, synthesis of ‘‘germination proteins’’

(e.g., a-amylase, isocitrate lyase, and malate synthase)

Activation of some enzymes (e.g., b-amylase, lipases, and

glycolytic enzymes)

Mobilization of reserves (carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins)

Metabolism of reserves (e.g., glyoxylate cycle and

gluconeogenesis)

Activation of hormone metabolism (synthesis and reversible

conjugation)

Activation of intercellular and inter-organ translocations
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cardinal for the release of seeds from dormancy and the

completion of germination may occur only within the rel-

atively few cells of the embryonic root axis. Therefore,

only subtle differences in the cellular and metabolic events

between imbibed dormant and non-dormant seeds are fre-

quently observed. This methodological problem was

noticed earlier by Côme (1980/81).

Apple seeds as a model material

The metabolic events that occur during the onset, mainte-

nance, and removal of deep embryonic dormancy in seeds

have been studied using different experimental models. For

starchy mono-cotyledons, the seeds of barley and wild oat

were most frequently studied (for example Dyer 1993;

Wang et al. 1995; Han et al. 1996). For the studies of the

dormancy control in oily annuals, lettuce achenes (e.g.,

Fountain and Bewley 1973; Hsiao and Vidaver 1989) and

sunflower seeds (e.g., Srivastava and Dey 1982; Gay et al.

1991) were used, whereas apple seeds, in parallel to hazel

(e.g., Jarvis et al. 1968) and Acer (e.g., Pinfield and Dungey

1985), seem to be the most extensively investigated model

material for studies of dormancy in oily perennial dicoty-

ledonous seeds. The obvious reason of the interest in such a

material is the economic value of apples, but also the fact

that apple seed dormancy is so well expressed; besides, the

embryonic dormancy, which is completely removed by

chilling only (cryogenic endodormancy, according to Lang

1987), there is also another kind of dormancy: the coat-

imposed inhibition (testa paradormancy). Moreover, apple

seeds are easily available, convenient to handle in large-

scale experiments, and their manipulation to isolate

embryos and their parts is fairly straightforward. For these

reasons, apple seeds have been utilized for decades for

studies of different aspects of dormancy in different

research centers all over the world in the temperate zones.

The first thorough description of dormancy in seeds

apple come from the Boyce Thompson Institution (Flemion

1934). The absolute requirement of cold treatment for

normal germination and growth of seedlings, as well as the

testa-independent dormancy of embryo, were then dem-

onstrated. Three decades later, this research was supple-

mented in France by Côme (1970, 1980/81). He described

precisely the physiological and morphological aspects of

embryo dormancy and its consequences for seedling

development. He also demonstrated the role of cotyledons

as well as the involvement of respiratory processes in the

maintenance and removal of embryonic dormancy. In

parallel, studies on plant growth regulators responsible for

apple seed dormancy were initiated in Great Britain

(Luckwill et al. 1969), France (Nitsch 1958; Isaia and

Bulard 1978), USSR (Nikolaeva and Jankelevitch 1976),

and Poland (Rudnicki 1969; Sińska and Lewak 1970).

Investigation of the metabolic events that occur in these

seeds during dormancy removal and germination was

undertaken in the late 1960s in our laboratory (e.g., Lewak

et al. 1975).

Several different experimental approaches have been

used during studies of dormancy in apple seeds, and not

always the same cultivar of apple was used in different

laboratories. As a rule, some physiological features, levels

of different metabolites, and growth regulators as well as

some enzyme activities in dormant seeds were compared

with those in completely or partly non-dormant ones. The

standard procedure of dormancy removal is a treatment of

imbibed intact seeds with low positive temperature for

different periods (stratification), which lasts up to 3 months

depending on apple cultivar. The cold treatment of isolated

seeds can be substituted by the chilling of seeds within the

fruit (cold storage of apples; Harrington and Hite 1923;

Côme 1970). Both treatments affect all types (kinds) of

apple seed dormancy (embryonic and testa-imposed). Iso-

lated embryos show only the deep embryonic dormancy

(obviously no coat-imposed one), and when cultured under

different temperature and light conditions for different

periods, their dormancy is gradually eliminated. It is of

some interest that apple embryo dormancy can be elimi-

nated at room temperature by an anaerobic treatment

lasting several days (Tissaoui and Côme 1973). Isolated

embryos in culture can be additionally submitted to treat-

ments with different factors (e.g., chemicals). Such an

approach may be a source of valuable information that

cannot be obtained using intact seeds for experimentation.

Environmental factors that affect dormancy

in apple seeds

Water

Apple seeds kept inside fruits at the harvest contain ca.

45% of water relative to the dry weight (d.w.). During

drying of seeds, the water content decreases to ca. 10%

d.w., but in seeds submitted to stratification or in isolated

embryos in culture it can reach 250% of d.w. (Thévenot

and Côme 1971; Thévenot 1980). Interestingly, the water

content in cotyledons does not change markedly during

seed stratification, whereas in embryo axes it may increase

up to sevenfold following moist cold treatment (Eichholtz

et al. 1983).

The dormancy in mature seeds extracted from apples

after harvest is not definitively established. It increases

upon seed drying and during the first weeks of dry storage.

Hydration of the embryo is an essential condition that

allows dormancy removal; no factor affecting dormancy is

efficient without at least partial hydration of the embryo.
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The lower hydration (more negative water potential) in

seeds inside the fruit is one of the reasons of the longer

chilling period required for complete removal of dormancy,

in comparison to seeds imbibed under conditions of

unlimited water supply.

Temperature

The depth (degree) of seed dormancy is usually expressed

as the shortest time period of cold treatment of imbibed

seeds sufficient to allow their germination. The germination

is scored either at the temperature of stratification (chilling)

or at a higher temperature optimal for germination.

Dry seeds do not lose their viability after extreme

temperature treatments. In contrast, the frost (-7�C)

resistance of hydrated seeds decreases when they are kept

inside fruits at 0�C, the temperature that eliminates

embryonic dormancy (Nguyen and Côme 1984).

As it has been already noted (‘‘Apple seeds as a model

material’’), embryonic dormancy in hydrated apple seeds

is completely eliminated by a low temperature treatment.

The progress of the release from dormancy under these

conditions, expressed as an increase in germinability of

isolated embryos, is presented in Fig. 3. Taking into

account the dynamics of the increase, three successive

phases can be distinguished. Côme (1980/81) has dem-

onstrated that there are different thermal optima for pro-

cesses related to successive phases of germination sensu

lato: dormancy breakage, germination sensu stricto, and

the post-germinative events (growth of the radicle). The

lowest temperature, with an optimum at 5�C, is required

for the breaking of dormancy, but the successive processes

(germination sensu stricto and growth) can proceed only

slowly under these conditions. The optimum for germi-

nation is 18�C ,and it can take place in temperatures up to

30�C. The optimum temperature for the growth of ger-

minated radicle is around 30�C. These observations are

not in full agreement with the idea of Vegis (1964) who

suggested that the broadening of the temperature range for

germination resulting from extended cold treatment is a

general characteristic of cold-requiring seeds. Neverthe-

less, the fact that the temperature ranges in which the

processes belonging to different phases of germination

sensu lato overlap, as it is shown in Fig. 1, explains why a

dormant apple seed kept for a sufficient time at 5�C finally

germinates and produces a healthy seedling, but is unable

to germinate when kept at 30�C. Moreover, a partly or

completely non-dormant imbibed seed kept for a time as

short as 3 days at 25 or 30�C enters secondary dormancy

and does not germinate even under favorable temperature

conditions (Kamiński and Zagaja 1974; Bulard 1986).

The secondary dormancy is removed under the same

conditions as the primary one.

Light

The cold-mediated removal of dormancy in intact seeds is

independent of light conditions. Also non-dormant seeds

germinate as well in darkness as in light. The germination

of partly dormant seeds (stratified for 70 days) is, however,

stimulated by light (Lewak and Smoleńska 1968). It has

been demonstrated that the phytochrome system is

involved in that effect. Dormant imbibed seeds do not

germinate at ambient temperatures, but slow germination

of embryos isolated from such seeds can be strongly

stimulated (by up to 60%) by light (Smoleńska and Lewak

1971). Seedlings grown from light-stimulated dormant

embryos show, however, several developmental anomalies

(Côme 1970; Wyzińska and Lewak 1978; Bogatek et al.

1991), described in ‘‘Conclusions, questions, and perspec-

tives’’ of this paper, which indicates an incomplete removal

of embryonic dormancy.

Oxygen

Oxygen affects the germination of isolated dormant apple

embryos; they germinated better under anaerobic condi-

tions than in air, and an increasing O2 concentration aug-

mented its inhibitory effect on the germination (Côme et al.

1985). Atmosphere containing 50% of O2 arrested com-

pletely germination. On the other hand, the non-dormant

embryos are insensitive to oxygen. The inhibitory effect

diminished in parallel to dormancy elimination. It has been

demonstrated that O2 affects the second phase of germi-

nation (germination sensu stricto, see ‘‘Temperature’’), but

not the last one (growth of the radicle).
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Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of temperature effects on breaking of

dormancy in apple embryo (solid line), germination sensu stricto

(dotted line) and growth (broken line), after Côme (1980/81)
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Hormones and other regulators affecting apple

embryonic dormancy

Auxins

The presence of three auxin-like substances in apple seeds

was proposed as early as in 1957 (Luckwill 1957). Then

ethyl-3-indolylacetate and 3-indolylacetylaspartate were

identified in the same material (von Raussendorf-Bargen

1962). However, no free auxins were found in dormant

seeds (Luckwill et al. 1969). Also Mousdale and Knee

(1981) observed an important drop in IAA level in apple

seeds during fruit ripening down to an insignificant value in

mature seeds. On the other hand, Kopecky et al. (1975)

noted a certain auxin-like activity in partly cold-stratified

apple seeds. The absence of free IAA in dormant seeds and

in seeds submitted to cold treatment was finally confirmed

20 years later (Dziewanowska and Lewak 1987). The free

hormone appeared, however, in imbibed seeds incubated at

25�C, under the conditions unfavorable for dormancy

removal. This last observation seems to be consistent with

an earlier opinion of Nikolaeva (1967) that in some seeds a

supraoptimal auxin concentration is involved in the main-

tenance of deep dormancy. Exogenous 1-14C IAA, taken up

by isolated apple embryos, was found to be rapidly con-

verted into conjugates with aspartate and short peptides

containing an aspartate moiety (Dziewanowska and Lewak

1987). These observations indicate that auxin is not

involved in the removal of apple embryonic dormancy.

Gibberellins

Gibberellins A4 and A7 were first identified in immature

apple seeds by Dennis and Nitsch (1966). The presence of

the same two hormones in mature, dormant seeds was then

detected, and changes in their levels during dormancy

removal were recorded (Sińska and Lewak 1970). Fur-

thermore, the gibberellins GA9 and GA8 were identified in

trace amounts in the same material (Sińska et al. 1973;

Bianco and Bulard 1980). In immature apple seeds, the

presence of other gibberrelins (GA5 and/or GA6; Dennis

1976) was also postulated as well as that of GA63 in

immature fruits (Avanzi et al. 1988), but these results were

never confirmed. A stimulatory effect of GA4, GA7 and

also that of GA3 on germination of isolated apple embryos

was described (Kamiński and Pienią _zek 1968; Lewak et al.

1970; Zhang and Lespinasse 1991). The level of gibberellin

A7 (GA7) in dormant seeds was tenfold higher than that of

GA4, and did not change significantly during almost entire

period of cold stratification. However, the content of GA4

rose dramatically (more than 1,000 times) during the first

4 weeks of treatment, and then decreased to the initial

value (Sińska and Lewak 1970). Dennis et al. (1980)

contested the value and even the credibility of those data,

but more recent experiments, performed with the use of

instrumental methods (GC–MS), fully confirmed the earlier

results (Halińska and Lewak 1987). In addition, a similar

pattern of changes in the contents of both main apple seed

GAs was observed in isolated embryos during culture.

Under these conditions, the transient increase in GA4 was

shown to be light-dependent and suppressed by a gibber-

ellin biosynthesis inhibitor, AMO 1618 (Smoleńska and

Lewak 1971).

The treatment of isolated dormant apple embryos with

gibberellins A4, A7 or A9 resulted in substantial stimulation

of germination. Nonetheless, the treatment could not

completely reproduce the effect of chilling; the rate of

germination and its final value were markedly lower than

those of non-dormant (stratified) non-treated embryos, and

the secondary symptoms of dormancy (asymmetry in

growth and greening of cotyledons, ‘‘Conclusions, ques-

tions, and perspectives’’) remained in germinated embryos

(Sińska and Lewak 1970; Bulard 1985).

The involvement of gibberellins in the cold-mediated

removal of dormancy in apple seeds has been demonstrated

in a series of experiments where the intensity of incorpo-

ration of 2-14C mevalonate (MVA) into GA4 was deter-

mined at various periods of cold stratification (Sińska and

Lewak 1977). The intensity increased sharply between

days 10 and 20 of stratification, and then it decreased;

accumulation of GA4 stopped at day 50. The incorporation

peak preceded by ca. 10 days the maximum GA4 level.

Moreover, AMO 1618 (inhibitor of GA synthesis) inhibited

to a high degree the incorporation of MVA into GA4,

accumulation of the gibberellin as well as the germination

of embryos. The inhibition of germination by AMO 1618,

reaching 70% at the beginning of stratification, declined

gradually, and completely disappeared in embryos isolated

from seeds stratified for longer than 70 days.

The de novo biosynthesis of gibberellins is not the only

process that is involved in changes of the free hormone

level. The presence of bound (conjugated) gibberellins in

apple seeds was demonstrated (Halińska and Lewak 1978;

Bianco and Bulard 1980), and changes in their levels

during dormancy removal and embryo culture were deter-

mined (Halińska and Lewak 1987). The presence of two

classes of GA conjugates was evidenced: (1) glycosylated

GAs releasing free hormones on b-glucosidase digestion

and (2) GAs bound with amino acids or/and short peptides

liberating free GAs after treatment with ficin. The inter-

dependence observed between the changes in free and

conjugated GAs suggested that formation and hydrolysis of

conjugates is involved in the control of the physiologically

active levels of free GA4?7 and GA9.

Changes in the levels of free GAs as well as those of

GA-conjugates were also determined separately in
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embryonic axes and in cotyledons of apple seeds during

cold-mediated dormancy removal (Halińska et al. 1987).

The highest GAs level in both organs was found after

30 days of stratification, the concentration in axes being

700 times higher than in cotyledons. A comparison of the

changes in free and conjugated GA4?7 levels during

stratification allowed us to conclude that the accumulation

of free hormone in the axes was due to its release from

conjugates localized in axes (ca. 40%) and in the cotyle-

dons (ca. 20%). The rest (40%) of the free hormone pool in

the axes originated from de novo biosynthesis. These

relations are schematically presented in Fig. 2. On the

other hand, there was no difference in the pattern of

changes in free and conjugated GA9 levels in axes and

cotyledons; both increased markedly at the end of stratifi-

cation. In these two organs, free GA9 seems to be synthe-

sized and, in parallel, released from conjugates, but no

translocation of free or bound GA9 between axes and

cotyledons has been observed.

Abscisic acid

Rudnicki first identified abscisic acid (ABA) in apple

seeds in 1969, and demonstrated its inhibitory effect on

their germination. The same effect was noted simulta-

neously by Kefeli et al. (1969), whereas Subbaiah and

Powell (1987) confirmed later the identification of ABA

using instrumental methods. The concentration of ABA in

the endosperm and seed coat exceeded threefold that in

embryo axis and cotyledons. A few years after the dis-

covery of ABA in apple seeds, relatively high amounts of

its conjugate, b-D-glucopyranose ester, as well as those of

an ABA catabolic product, dihydrophaseic acid 4’-O-b-D-

glucopyranoside, were found in the same material (Bulard

et al. 1974; Milborrow and Vaughan 1979, 1982). In

dormant embryos the highest concentration of free ABA

was found in embryo axis, whereas the conjugate was

accumulated mainly in the cotyledons. The relatively high

level of ABA in dormant seeds sharply decreased during

the first 3 weeks of stratification to a concentration

undetectable by bioassays (Rudnicki 1969). The decrease

was due partly to its catabolism (formation of the con-

jugate) and partly to the leaching out to the medium

(Barthe and Bulard 1982, 1983). Both phenomena were

independent of the temperature (Balboa-Zavala and

Dennis 1977; Subbaiah and Powell 1992; Barthe and

Bulard 1987).

A close relation was found between the level of free

ABA in apple embryos and the depth of their dormancy

(Thévenot et al. 1987; Le Page-Degivry and Bulard 1979).

Moreover, exogenous ABA induced a secondary dormancy

in non-dormant embryos, and the concentration of the

hormone needed to be applied in order to prevent the

germination increased in relation to the length of the pre-

vious cold treatment (Rudnicki et al. 1971). All these

observations evidence an important role played by ABA in

the control of apple embryo dormancy.

The role of ABA in the control of dormancy in apple

seeds was re-appraised by Singh and Browning (1991).

They determined changes in the hormone concentration

during stratification and during the control treatment of

imbibed seeds with warm temperature, separately in testa,

cotyledons, and embryo axes. The earlier-described

(Rudnicki 1969) decrease in ABA content during the initial

period of cold stratification was found to be attributed

mainly to the changes in embryo axes, and a linear

dependence between the log of ABA level in axes and the

number of days for 50% of embryos to germinate was

demonstrated. This dependence did not hold in axes iso-

lated from embryos stratified for over 50 days when a rise

in ABA concentration in axes and increased seed germi-

nability were observed. The authors interpreted this

observation as a result of a decreased sensitivity of axes

toward ABA. Although the data of Singh and Browning

strongly supported the role of ABA in the control of dor-

mancy in apple embryo axis, they did not provide con-

vincing arguments for the involvement of this hormone in

GA4

precur-

sors

GA4
bio-

synthesis

GA4

conju-
gates

LOW
TEM-
PERA-
TURE

LIGHT

GA4

accumu-
lation 

ABA

GA4

conju-
gates

GA4

cotyledon

embryo
axis

Fig. 2 Schematic presentation of the control of GA4 level in apple

embryonic axis by low temperature of seed stratification and by light

in cultured embryos. Mark on an arrow indicates inhibitory effect

of ABA
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the role of testa and cotyledons in the dormancy of an

intact seed.

Cytokinins

The cytokinin (CK) activity was determined in apple

seeds already in 1975, independently by Kopecky et al.

and by Borkowska and Rudnicki. In both laboratories, a

similar pattern of the CK-like activity changes during

stratification of seeds was found; the activity rose during

the first 5 weeks, reached a maximum after ca. 40 days

of the treatment, and then declined. Borkowska and

Rudnicki (1975) also determined changes in conjugated

cytokinin level (CK-like activity released upon acid

hydrolysis) during stratification. Their results indicated

that the rise in the activity of free CKs during the first

3 weeks of stratification could be due to the conjugate

degradation.

The apple seed cytokinins have never been identified.

However, several attempts were undertaken to characterize

the CKs in other apple tissues (Letham and Williams 1969;

Obrenovic 1977; Takeno et al. 1982). Chromatographic

comparison of purified active substances with standards

allowed the presence of zeatin, zeatin riboside, zeatin

ribotide, and zeatin-O-glucoside (a conjugate), to be pos-

tulated in apple. The role of CKs in the removal of

embryonic dormancy in apple seeds is evidenced not only

by the above-mentioned changes in the activity of endog-

enous hormones but also by their effects on germination of

isolated embryos. Synthetic CKs (kinetine and benzylade-

nine) stimulated germination of dormant embryos (Zhang

and Lespinasse 1991) and of embryos stratified no longer

than for 30 days, similar to GAs (Lewak and Bryzek 1974;

Lewak 1980).

Ethylene

The effects of the volatile substances emitted by apples on

germination of non-dormant embryos were investigated by

Paillard (1974). Ethylene inhibited the germination only

slightly, whereas the inhibition exerted by other volatiles

was relatively very strong. This observation can explain

why the dormancy in seeds kept inside apples is stronger

than that in isolated seeds or embryos.

That ethylene concentration rises in apple seeds sub-

mitted to cold stratification and in seeds stored in fruit at

2�C was evidenced a little later (Kępczyński and Rudn-

icki 1976). The content of ethylene in the seeds rose

threefold during the first 4 months of stratification,

whereas in the seeds of cold-treated fruits the ethylene

content stopped increasing after 6 weeks of cold storage

and was maintained on the same level until week 22,

being lower by one-third than that in isolated stratified

seeds. A certain correlation was found between the con-

centration of endogenous ethylene in seeds and their

germinability. Moreover, exogenous ethylene hastened

germination of isolated dormant embryos (Kępczyński

and Rudnicki 1977).

The rise in endogenous ethylene concentration in seeds

was attributed to its production by embryos, as evidenced

by experiments with the use of ethylene traps and

inhibitors of its biosynthesis (Kępczyński et al. 1977).

The same experimental approach proved the role of eth-

ylene in dormancy release in apple embryos; inhibitors of

ethylene biosynthesis and action markedly inhibited the

germination, and the effect was stronger in embryos

stratified for a short time than in the less dormant ones

(Kępczyński et al. 1977). The inhibition of embryo ger-

mination was shown to be reversed by ethephon (a source

of ethylene) when applied to seeds (Sińska and Gladon

1984). These results were not fully confirmed by Ozga

and Dennis (1989). They called into question the role of

ethylene in the control of dormancy and germination in

apple seeds.

Jasmonic acid

Jasmonic acid (JA) was identified in apple embryos in

1994 using GC–MS and immunological methods (Ranjan

et al. 1994). Its level increased during the first 30 days of

stratification by two orders of magnitude, then dropped

and rose again to reach a second, smaller maximum

around day 70 (threefold the initial level). The pattern of

changes of bound (conjugated) JA level was similar to

that of free JA during its first sharp rise. Therefore, it was

suggested that de novo synthesis is responsible for the

initial rise in both free and bound hormone levels. The

second rise of free JA content was accompanied by an

equivalent decrease in its conjugates, so for that rise the

release of JA from its inactive forms was postulated. The

chemical nature of the apple seed JA conjugates remains

unknown.

The JA was shown to promote germination of dormant

apple embryos (Ranjan and Lewak 1992). On the other

hand, the germination was strongly inhibited by SHAM

(salicylhydroxamic acid, an inhibitor of JA biosynthesis).

Both effects disappeared in embryos stratified longer than

for 40 days, when the level of endogenous JA decreased

after its first maximum (Ranjan et al. 1994). These data

present strong arguments for an involvement of JA in the

control of dormancy in apple embryos. Moreover, JA

inhibited the elongation growth of cotyledons of isolated

dormant embryos in culture, and the cotyledon being in

contact with the culture medium was more strongly

affected (Bogatek et al. 2002). This explains the observa-

tion that JA-treated embryos showed almost no asymmetry
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in growth of cotyledons which is one of the symptoms of

embryonic dormancy.

Cyanides

Free hydrogen cyanide was found in apple seeds sub-

mitted to stratification (Dziewanowska et al. 1979b) as

well as in isolated dormant embryos in culture (Bogatek

et al. 1991). In both cases, it was produced mainly by

hydrolysis of amygdaline, a cyanogenic glucoside present

in fairly large amounts in seeds and known for more than

a century (Lehmann 1874). A second cyanogenic gluco-

side, prunasine, was identified in the same material in

much lower amounts (Dziewanowska et al. 1979c).

Additionally, in apple seeds, similar to other plant mate-

rials, HCN is certainly produced from aminocyclohexane

carboxylic acid (ACC) as a co-product of ethylene for-

mation (Peiser et al. 1984). The maximum concentration

of free HCN appeared in apple embryos around the 15th

day of seed stratification.

Hydrogen cyanide and its alkaline salts (e.g., KCN)

applied to apple seeds or isolated embryos have a dual

action (Dziewanowska et al. 1979a; Perino and Côme

1981) as they do in other experimental systems (Siegień

and Bogatek 2006). When present constantly in the med-

ium, cyanide inhibited germination, leading eventually to

the death of the embryo. On the other hand, a short treat-

ment with gaseous HCN had a stimulatory effect on ger-

mination of dormant apple embryos and provoked the

elimination of secondary symptoms of dormancy (e.g.,

asymmetric growth and greening of cotyledons). Although

a short treatment with KCN stimulated the germination of

dormant apple embryos (Perino and Côme 1991), it seems

to be of some interest that the beneficial effect of gaseous

HCN occurred only in light or in gibberellin-treated

embryos (Dziewanowska and Lewak 1982; Bogatek et al.

1991). All the above observations indicate that cyanide is

involved in the control of dormancy in apple seeds.

Nitric oxide

Nitric oxide (NO), an important regulatory compound, is

present in all living organisms and is involved in the

control of many different processes, including seed ger-

mination (for a review see, e.g., Beligni and Lamattina

2000; Neil et al. 2003). NO has not yet been identified in

apple seeds. However, the treatment of dormant apple

embryos with sodium nitroprusside, a NO producing

chemical, markedly stimulated their germination (Bogatek

and Gniazdowska 2006; Gniazdowska et al. 2007). The

effect was comparable to that of cyanide in respect to

elimination of cotyledon asymmetry in growth and

greening.

Polyamines

The presence of three main polyamines (biogenic amines,

PAs), putrescine, spermidine, and spermine, in apple seeds

was demonstrated in 1991 by Sińska and Lewandowska.

The levels of all these PAs decreased during cold-mediated

removal of embryo dormancy (stratification). Spermine,

present in seeds at the highest concentration, significantly

inhibited germination when applied to isolated embryo,

while the other two PAs had a stimulatory effect. More-

over, spermine reduced the production of ethylene in apple

embryos in contrast to putrescine and spermidine which

had no effect. The authors concluded that all three PAs are

involved in the control of dormancy, but their modes of

action are different; spermine contributes to the regulation

of dormancy maintenance by preventing ethylene synthe-

sis, and the other PAs participate in dormancy removal,

independently of ethylene.

Phenolics

Phloridzin (phloretin b-D-glucoside) is the most abundant

monomeric phenol in apple seeds. It amounts up to 8% of

dry matter and in dormant seeds is located, together with

condensed tannins, in the seed coat mainly (Dziewanowska

et al. 1974). Its level in the integument decreased to trace

amounts during the first 20 days of stratification (Pienią _zek

and Grochowska 1967; Bogatek et al. 1976), whereas in

embryos it started to increase sharply on day 20 and

reached a maximum at the end of stratification (day 80). In

addition to phloridzin, chlorogenic acid, and hydroxylated

cinnamic acids were identified, mostly in the coat (Durkee

and Poapst 1965). The huge concentration of phenolics in

the coat has been postulated to play a role in maintaining

the dormancy of the embryo (Côme 1968). On the other

hand, lower concentrations of phloridzin, its aglycone

phloretin and other phenolics present in the embryo (e.g.,

chlorogenic acid) may play a secondary role in the control

of dormancy, affecting the activity of important enzymes

and thus at least some of the processes cardinal for

the onset, maintenance, or removal of dormancy (e.g.,

Dziewanowska and Lewak 1975).

Regulatory complex involved in dormancy removal

The changes in the levels of hormones and some other

regulators in apple seeds during dormancy removal under

conditions of stratification at 5�C are schematically pre-

sented in Fig. 4. As discussed above, all of them affect

dormancy, and one can consider them collectively as a

regulatory complex controlling the course of dormancy

elimination. There are three distinct phases during this

course characterized by different, changing hormonal
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balance. In a dormant, imbibed embryo, the lowest level of

growth-stimulating regulators (GAs, CKs, JA, and ethyl-

ene) and the highest concentration of ABA—the only

potent inhibitor of germination characterized in these

seeds—were observed. During the first 20 days of cold

treatment, ABA disappeared; a dramatic burst of HCN took

place around day 15 of stratification; and a gradual increase

of the levels of all stimulators began. The next phase was

characterized by a sharp rise in GAs, CKs, and JA levels.

All these hormones reached a maximum between the 30th

and 40th days of stratification. During this time, a second,

moderate maximum of HCN was observed. During the last

phase of seed after-ripening, the amounts of all the studied

regulators decreased to the levels comparable to those in

dormant seeds. Only JA showed a second, slight maximum

during the last phase of stratification. The changes in the

emission rate of ethylene did not follow the phasic char-

acter of hormone-level changes described above; it rose

slowly throughout stratification.

A comparison of the germination rate of embryos iso-

lated from apple seeds after different periods of cold

treatment (Fig. 3) with the data in Fig. 4 indicates that a

significant decrease in the depth of dormancy (increase in

embryo germinability) starts when ABA has disappeared in

the embryos. In parallel to the ABA level decrease, the

concentrations of GAs and CKs as well as that of JA begin

to increase and reach their maxima when ABA is no more

present (ca. day 30). From this crucial moment, the rate of

embryonic dormancy removal accelerates, being the high-

est between the 30th and 50th days of stratification (Fig. 3).

Afterward, the levels of all stimulatory hormones gradually

decrease. This observation agrees with the Khan’s (1975)

concept of designated, selective functions of hormones in

the control of seed germination and dormancy. According

to that concept, the completely, deeply dormant embryos

are unable to germinate because of a too high level of ABA

(inhibitor) and, simultaneously, too low concentrations of

GA, CK, and/or JA. Gibberellins probably play the primary

role, whereas other stimulators play permissive roles for

germination. The cardinal metabolic processes of germi-

nation, initiated by the appropriate balance of the hormonal

complex, can be continued during the last phase of dor-

mancy removal when the concentrations of all hormones

drop down.

An additional piece of evidence for the presence of a

regulatory complex that controls embryonic dormancy

removal in apple seeds is the observation of synergistic or

additive effects of different factors affecting germination of

dormant embryos. Light interacts synergically with JA, and

the same kind of effect has been observed for ABA and

light, JA and ABA, and HCN and ABA. On the other hand,

the interaction between light and GA has an additive

character. Similarly, additivity has been observed between

the effects of GA and JA (Ranjan and Lewak 1994). These

relations allow one to speculate whether the given two

factors share the same chain of events involved in dor-

mancy removal (synergism) or act on different, indepen-

dent routes (additivity).

As mentioned above, there are data indicating the

mechanisms involved in the changes of the levels of par-

ticular regulators studied. At any given time, the current

levels of active hormones and other regulators in apple

seed obviously result from an equilibrium between the
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intensities of their biosynthesis, degradation, and reversible

inactivation (formation and breakdown of conjugates).

Also translocation between seed parts (organs) plays a role

in establishing concentration of a given regulator in a target

cell.

The biosynthetic pathways of plant growth regulators

have never been investigated in apple seeds. Nevertheless,

there are data concerning hormone synthesis in fruits; for

example, some genes encoding enzymes involved in eth-

ylene synthesis have been identified, and their cDNA

sequenced (Dong et al. 1991, 1992). There is, however, no

good reason to assume that the main biosynthetic pathways

of growth regulators in apple seeds are different from those

established for other plant material. Moreover, in apple

seeds, as in other plant systems, the presence of one reg-

ulator can affect some step(s) in the biosynthesis of another

one. It has been established that spermine counteracts the

production of ethylene in apple seeds (Sińska and Lew-

andowska 1991). Gibberellin and cytokinin treatments

stimulated ethylene production in cultured isolated

embryos, and the inhibition of embryo germination by

inhibitors of ethylene synthesis (aminoxyacetic acid and

aminoethoxyvinylglycine) was counteracted by GA3 and

CK (Sińska 1989). Ethylene synthesis is also stimulated by

nitric oxide treatment of embryos, and inhibitors of ethyl-

ene synthesis reversed the NO-induced stimulation of

germination (Gniazdowska et al. 2007). ABA strongly

inhibited accumulation of GA4 during seed stratification as

well as during the culture of isolated embryos (Rudnicki

et al. 1972); the effect was less pronounced for GA7. On

the other hand, gibberellin treatment decreased the level of

ABA in apple fruits (Wills et al. 1976). Phloridzin and

phloretin present in apple seeds during the end period of

stratification decreased HCN production by competitive

inhibition of amygdalinase activity (Dziewanowska et al.

1979c). It has also been found that methyl jasmonate

strongly affects the ethylene (and ACC) production

in apples, the effect being dependent on fruits maturity

(Saniewski et al. 1987).

Metabolic events occurring during dormancy removal

Dormant apple seeds dry matter contains 22–26% of lipids,

mostly triacylglycerols but also free fatty acids (mainly

linolenic; Lu and Foo 1998), and up to 5.5% of proteins as

main storage materials. It also contains ca. 2–4% of soluble

sugars and ca. 8% of pentosanes and a small amount of

starch which is localized almost exclusively in the seed

coat (Wierszyłłowski 1960; Kawęcki 1970). Therefore, the

mobilization and transformations of these reserves have

been considered as processes unquestionably cardinal for

germination of these seeds, whereas the control of these

processes have been considered as an important element in

the metabolic regulation of dormancy.

Catabolism of lipids

The reserve triacylglycerols form lipid bodies in every

tissue of the apple embryo. During stratification they

gradually disappear. In embryo axis, the disappearance of

lipid bodies starts earlier than in cotyledons, and it was

not observed during the control treatment at 20�C

(Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska 1989). Storage lipids are

hydrolyzed by lipases during removal of seed dormancy,

during stratification and early germination. The released

fatty acids are then converted to acetyl-CoA, which either

enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle producing metabolic

energy and important intermediates (Raymond et al.

1992), or is used for the synthesis of saccharides

(gluconeogenesis).

In apple seeds submitted to stratification, two lipid-

hydrolyzing enzymes are active. They differ in their tem-

perature and pH optima, location in the seed, and periods of

maximum activity (Smoleńska and Lewak 1974). The

maximum activity of acid lipase (AcL) is observed at day

40 of stratification, and its temperature optimum is at 5�C,

the same as the temperature optimum for stratification. The

enzyme is located in the embryo axis exclusively. The

activity of alkaline lipase (AlkL) appears ca. 20 days later;

its temperature optimum is at 30�C, and it is active mostly

in the cotyledons ( _Zarska-Maciejewska and Lewak 1976;
_Zarska-Maciejewska 1992).

The degradation via b-oxidation of fatty acids released

by lipases was observed mainly in cotyledons. Its inten-

sity increased in parallel to the increase of the lipolytic

activity in cotyledons during the culture of apple embryos

(Bogatek et al. 1999). Also changes in the activity of

isocitrate lyase, the key enzyme of the glyoxylate cycle,

paralleled the changes in the AlkL activity in cotyledons

(Bogatek et al. 1989; Bogatek and Lewak 1991). These

data indicate that during dormancy removal and early

germination of apple seeds, similar to other oily seeds, at

least a fraction of storage cotyledonous lipids is converted

into saccharides that play the role of ‘‘secondary

reserves’’, easily available for catabolic processes; they

are used for generation of energy and intermediates when

the needs of the germinating seed are the highest (Bewley

and Black 1983).

Besides triacylglycerols, also phospholipids have been

characterized in apple seeds, and the changes in their levels

during dormancy removal are recorded. The pattern of the

changes seemed not to be temperature dependent; there-

fore, the phospholipid metabolism was not considered a

process cardinal for dormancy removal (Nguyen et al.

1984, 1987).
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Carbohydrate metabolism

The soluble sugars present in the embryos are mainly the

oligosaccharides sucrose and raffinose, and the monosac-

charides glucose and fructose in amounts lower by one

order of magnitude. The oligosaccharides are hydrolyzed

during dormancy removal by appropriate glycosidases. In

embryonic axes, sucrose, present in micro molar concen-

tration, is hydrolyzed by both acid and alkaline invertases

(AcI and AlkI, respectively). In the cotyledons, where

sucrose concentration is tenfold higher, only the alkaline

(cytosolic) invertase is active (Bogatek et al. 1999). An

enzyme hydrolyzing raffinose (acid raffinose hydrolase)

has also been found in germinating embryos, but generally

the levels of oligosaccharides, as well as those of glucose

and fructose, seem not to decrease during seed stratification

and even, according to some data, they slightly increase

(Popov 1967; Kawęcki 1970). The fact that an addition of

sucrose to the stratification medium accelerated the

removal of seed dormancy may present an argument for a

role of sugar catabolism in the process (Daskalyuk 2002).

On the other hand, the observation that the dormancy of

isolated apple embryos cultured in the presence of sucrose

is better expressed than in the absence of this sugar (Barthe

and Bulard 1982) indicates otherwise.

Monosaccharides in apple seeds are degraded during

dormancy removal via both widespread catabolic ways:

glycolysis (Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway) and the

pentose phosphate oxidative pathway (PPP). This has been

evidenced by the demonstration of activities of key

enzymes of these pathways: pyruvate kinase (PK) and

phosphofructokinases (PPi- and ATP-dependent, PPi-PFK

and ATP-PFK, respectively) for glycolysis, and glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PDH) for PPP (Bogatek and

Lewak 1988; Bogatek et al. 1989; Bogatek 1995) and by

the determination of the ratios of 14CO2 derived from

6-14C-glucose to 14CO2 from 1-14C-glucose (C6/C1 ratio).

Changes in this ratio during seed stratification indicate that

glycolysis is the dominant way of sugar catabolism during

the first few days of stratification and in embryos stratified

for 50 days or longer, whereas PPP dominates between

days 10 and 50 (Bogatek and Lewak 1978, 1988). It is of

some interest that under control conditions (incubation of

imbibed seeds at 25�C) which do not result in dormancy

elimination, the high initial intensity of glycolysis

decreased during the first 10 days, and the activity of PPP

did not appear. A similar situation was observed for cul-

tured dormant embryos (Bogatek et al. 1989). One can

conclude that relatively high production of ATP takes place

at the beginning of the first phase of dormancy removal

and during the induction of growth (last phase), and

that the important intermediates of PPP (i.e., pentoses)

are produced mainly during the second, catabolic phase

(germination sensu stricto). The importance of PPP for the

dormancy removal during the phase of germination sensu

stricto has been confirmed by the use of inhibitors of res-

piration (KCN and SHAM), of glycolysis and TCA cycle

(NaF and malonate, respectively) (Perino and Côme 1991).

However, the occurrence of the activity of G6PDH, the key

enzyme of PPP, is restricted to cotyledons, whereas ca. 1/3

of PK activity, a glycolytic enzyme, was found in embryo

axes and ca. 2/3 in cotyledons. The activity of another

glycolytic enzyme, PPi-PFK, was shown to be controlled in

embryo axes by fructose 2,6-bisphosphate, which is syn-

thesized in this organ (Bogatek 1995).

Small amounts of starch were detected in the axis of the

dormant embryo. They disappeared within 10 days of cold

stratification, including statolith starch in the root cap

(Zagórski and Lewak 1980). Then the starch content in

embryo axis increased throughout removal of seed dor-

mancy (Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska and Lewak 1978).

Phosphatases are involved in several metabolic pro-

cesses in seeds, including sugar catabolism. Total acid

phosphatase activity changes in apple seeds along stratifi-

cation, decreasing during the first 20 days, then increasing

to attain a maximum on day 60, and after a second drop

rising again in germinating seeds (Rychter et al. 1971,

1972).

Protein metabolism

Total soluble protein content in apple seeds increases slowly

during the first 60 days of stratification, and then remains

unchanged until the end of cold treatment. Protein biosyn-

thesis (incorporation of radioactive amino acids), slow at the

beginning, sharply increases after day 60 (Lewak et al.

1975). A sharp rise in RNA content in embryos is observed a

few weeks earlier (at day 30), whereas the ability to syn-

thesize RNA (incorporation of [3H]-uridine) increases

slowly during the whole stratification period (Dawidowicz-

Grzegorzewska and _Zarska-Maciejewska 1979).

Storage proteins are located in the embryo axis and in

the cotyledons, mainly in protein bodies composed of a

homogenous dense matrix with several crystalline glo-

boids. Protein bodies disappear gradually during seed

stratification, first in the axis and then in the cotyledons and

finally are replaced by vacuoles (Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska

and _Zarska-Maciejewska 1979; Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska

1989). Similarly, protein bodies disappear in cultured iso-

lated embryos pretreated with low temperature (5�C), and

an increase of free amino acids parallels the increase in

their germinability. On the other hand, in apple embryos

isolated from seeds kept inside fruits at 0�C for 4 months,

under conditions of slow dormancy removal; no visible

changes in protein body morphology and no changes in

free amino acid level were observed. This result was
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interpreted as an argument that proteolysis could be a

cardinal process for germination, but not for dormancy

removal (Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska et al. 1982).

Although the protein level in embryo axes changes very

little during stratification, the polypeptide profiles change

markedly. A new polypeptide appears, and the level of four

others increases. At the same time, the levels of five most

predominant axis proteins decrease. No such changes were

observed in axes during control treatment at 15�C, or in the

cotyledons. Although these changes are probably linked

with dormancy removal, since they are not observed during

control treatment, their precise function remains unknown

(Eichholtz et al. 1983). More recently, three polypeptides

were identified in apple embryo axes (Daskalyuk et al.

1996); the content of two of them (44 and 46 kD) decreased

during seed cold stratification and the third (28 kD)

increased. They were considered as indicators of the pro-

gress of stratification (depth of dormancy).

Total proteolytic activity markedly increased during the

first 50 days of seed stratification, and then returned to the

initial value (Lewak et al. 1975). The rise of protease

activity was accompanied by a slight increase of soluble

protein content, which may indicate proteolytic solubili-

zation of insoluble reserve proteins.

The proteolytic activities in apple embryos in relation to

their dormancy were studied using several synthetic sub-

strates—amino acid b-naphtylamides and short peptides

( _Zarska-Maciejewska and Lewak 1983). The activities

show different patterns of changes during stratification and

also differences in pH optima. All the activities studied

have a temperature optimum around 35�C, except one that

hydrolyzes peptide bonds adjacent to a cysteine residue.

This activity, which appears early during stratification, is

the highest at 5�C—the temperature optimum for dor-

mancy removal. It is also induced by low temperature

treatment, in contrast to the other proteolytic activities

studied. Therefore, an important role of the cysteine ami-

nopeptidase in cold-mediated dormancy removal was

postulated, in parallel to that of acid lipase.

Several inhibitors of proteases (trypsin and papain) have

been identified in apple seeds. They were purified to

homogeneity, and their amino acid sequence was partly

established (Ryan et al. 2003). However, their ability to

inhibit native apple seed protease activities has not been

studied. Therefore, their possible roles in maintaining and

removal of dormancy can only be speculated upon.

Energy generation

Mature mitochondria were observed in dormant apple seeds

(Dawidowicz-Grzegorzewska 1989). They become func-

tional just after imbibition. The respiratory activity in

embryos is very low at the beginning of cold treatment, and

increases only slightly in the course of stratification. The

respiratory capacity (respiration of cold-treated embryos

measured at 25�C), however, rises progressively during

dormancy removal (Bogatek and Lewak 1978). Values of the

respiratory quotient (RQ) indicate that in dormant embryos

and in embryos kept under conditions that do not remove

dormancy carbohydrates are used as the main respiratory

substrates (RQ around 0.8), whereas under conditions of cold

stratification they are replaced by lipids (RQ 0.35). At 25�C

the oxygen uptake is limited by the presence of the seed coat,

but at 5�C naked embryos and intact seeds consume oxygen

at the same low rate (Nikolaeva 1967).

The occurrence of the alternative, cyanide-resistant

pathway has been demonstrated in apple embryos as well

as in isolated mitochondria, in parallel to the cytochrome

path (Bogatek and Rychter 1984). The latter pathway is not

saturated under conditions of cold stratification and the low

requirement for oxygen. Therefore, the alternative pathway

seems not to operate during cold-mediated dormancy

removal, and so, it cannot be implicated in the process. The

situation is changed during the last period of stratification,

preceding the growth of the embryo axis (germination),

when the increased oxidative metabolism requires a higher

oxygen uptake.

Several enzymes involved in redox reactions have been

identified in apple seeds (malate, isocitrate, alcohol and

glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenases, O-diphenol oxidore-

ductase, peroxidases, and catalases; Rychter and Lewak

1969). Among them peroxidases were studied the most

extensively. The total peroxidase activity does not change

during incubation of intact seeds, independently of the

temperature. In cultured isolated embryos, the activity

increases sharply, but the increase is better pronounced at

20�C than at 5�C (Thévenot et al. 1977). This observation

suggests that peroxidases in apple seeds are not involved in

the processes of dormancy removal, but rather in the growth

following germination. Moreover, several proteins that

exhibit peroxidase activity were visualized electrophoreti-

cally. Their number depended on the electron donor used as

substrate (Rychter and Lewak 1971) and on the mode of

extraction (free and bound peroxidases), but to a lower extent

on the depth of embryo dormancy (Lewak 1986).

Several peroxidase and catalase isozymes were identified

in apple seeds and used as markers of genetic relationships

between the varieties (Korban and Bournival 1987). This

study was, however, not related to seed dormancy.

Environmental and hormonal control of metabolic

events

As it has been mentioned in ‘‘Environmental factors that

affect dormancy in apple seeds’’, the main environmental
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factors that affect embryonic dormancy in apple seeds are

humidity, temperature, and light. In order to control the

metabolic and physiological events related to dormancy,

they have to be perceived by meristems.

Perception of environmental stimuli

Hydration

It seems obvious that the immediate effects of increasing

hydration on the conformation and activity of certain

structures are similar in all seeds. Certainly, some struc-

tural alterations of cell membranes, resulting in an

increased spacing of the phospholipid bilayer (e.g.,

Seewaldt et al. 1981), as well as the changes of the cell

wall–plasma membrane interactions (Kohorn 2000) play an

important role in initiation of metabolic events in a ger-

minating seed. The hydration of cell colloids resulting in

activation of certain enzymes seems to be, however, the

most important. Enzymes that hydrolyze reserve saccha-

rides and proteins become active very soon after imbibition

of seeds. The same concerns other enzymes, e.g., those

involved in protein synthesis. Hydration of mature mito-

chondria is a prerequisite of their activity. Similarly the

residual (long-lived) mRNA becomes active at a certain

degree of cell hydration. All these effects are not specific to

conditions allowing removal of embryonic dormancy

although soaking injuries are less pronounced at low

temperatures.

Temperature

The most thoroughly studied processes in plants in relation

to changing temperature are the changes in the membrane

structure and properties. The transitions of the phospho-

lipid layer from lamellar to hexagonal and from crystalline

(gel) to lipid crystalline are strongly affected by tempera-

ture. They can be responsible for intercellular ion and

metabolite translocations and for the accessibility of

membrane enzyme proteins and thus for their activity.

Therefore, they are considered as putative temperature

receptors also in dormant and germinating seeds (e.g.,

Bewley and Black 1982).

It is tempting to assume that the main receptors of low

temperature required for complete removal of dormancy in

apple seeds are the enzymes exhibiting optimum activity at

the same temperature as the optimum for stratification, or

very close to that temperature. Such enzymes certainly

include acid lipase (Smoleńska and Lewak 1974) and

endoprotease that hydrolyzes peptide bonds adjacent to a

cysteine residue ( _Zarska-Maciejewska and Lewak 1983).

Similarly, certain isozymes of acid phosphatase have been

shown to be less sensitive to lowering of the incubation

temperature than others (Rychter et al. 1972). Despite the

limited substrate specificity of this group of enzymes, this

observation may indicate that the equilibrium between

different reactions catalyzed by phosphatases is affected by

low temperature of stratification, and thus, it can contribute

in the temperature sensor system.

Obviously, the synthesis of enzymes involved in the

processes cardinal for germination might also be selec-

tively controlled by the conditions of stratification, in

parallel to their direct activation (deactivation) by low

temperature.

Hormones are another likely component of the system

responding to the temperature stimulus in apple seeds. IAA

and ABA cannot be taken into account for the reasons

presented earlier (‘‘Auxins’’ and ‘‘Abscisic acid’’), but the

increase of the level of gibberellin A4 by several orders of

magnitude during the first period of stratification is cer-

tainly one of the early effects of low temperature; no such

increase is observed under control (warm) conditions

(Halińska and Lewak 1987). As it has already been men-

tioned (‘‘Gibberellins’’), the GAs increase in the embryonic

axes of cold-treated seeds is due in parallel to the release of

the free hormone from its conjugates, to the synthesis de

novo, and also to their transport from cotyledons (Halińska

et al. 1987). The first (immediate) effect of cold must be,

therefore, the activation of an enzyme(s) involved in one of

these processes; most probably an enzyme hydrolyzing the

conjugates as indicated in Fig. 2.

There is no such evidence for an involvement of other

apple seed hormones in the low-temperature sensing.

However, one can postulate for cytokinins, jasmonates,

ethylene, and/or cyanide, a role similar to that played by

gibberellins.

Light

Light is not irreplaceable for breaking the embryonic dor-

mancy in apple. However, as it has been mentioned earlier

(‘‘Gibberellins’’), germination of dormant embryos is

strongly stimulated by light, and illumination of partly

stratified seeds accelerates elimination of dormancy. There

is convincing evidence that in both experimental systems

phytochrome is the only receptor of light. The action

spectra for stimulation and inhibition of germination at 660

and 720 nm, respectively, as well as the lack of a blue light

effect, the mutual reversibility of red and far-red illumi-

nations, and the low light intensity required for the phys-

iological effects all point to the low fluence response

mechanism (LFR) as the one responsible for the light

stimulation of apple embryo germination (Lewak and

Smoleńska 1968; Smoleńska and Lewak 1971).

The sensitivity of seeds toward light increased during

cold treatment and disappeared in non-dormant, fully
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stratified seeds. This observation suggests an interaction

between the early events triggered by light and low-tem-

perature stimuli. On the other hand, during the culture of

isolated dormant embryos, the light sensitivity was the

highest on the second day, just after imbibition. This

maximum was followed by a sharp increase in GA4 content

(ca. threefold), which was neither observed in darkness, nor

in light in the presence of a GA biosynthesis inhibitor.

These results indicate that GA4 synthesis may be an

immediate result of phytochrome activation by light. This

conclusion is in full agreement with data obtained for other

photosensitive seeds (e.g., Thomas 1992).

It seems to be of interest that jasmonate level in cultured

dormant embryos also depends on light conditions. In light-

cultured embryos, JA level was higher by 50% than in

control ones, cultured in darkness (Ranjan and Lewak

1995).

Control of metabolic events involved in release

from dormancy

The data presented above as well as the observed effects of

low temperature, light, and hormone treatments on the

studied enzyme activities allowed us to postulate several

cause–effect relations constituting elements of the chains

of events leading from the environmental stimulus to the

regulation of certain cardinal processes of germination, and

thus controlling the embryo dormancy.

Metabolism of storage lipids

Numerous data indicate that the environmental factors

studied, hormones, and other regulators affect the activity

of enzymes involved in lipid metabolism. Acid lipase

(AcL) located in the embryonic axis is most active at a low

temperature, and it is also activated by cold, whereas

alkaline lipase (AlkL) operates in cotyledons of seeds

stratified for longer periods, and appears also in cotyledons

of light-cultured dormant embryos (see ‘‘Catabolism of

lipids’’). Nonetheless, both enzymes are activated by gib-

berellin treatment, and the appearance of both activities has

been shown to be inhibited by AMO 1618, an inhibitor of

gibberellin biosynthesis (Smoleńska and Lewak 1974;
_Zarska-Maciejewska et al. 1980). Similar relations (GA

and AMO effects) have been demonstrated for isocitrate

lyase (ICL), the key enzyme of the glyoxylate cycle

(Bogatek et al. 1989). These observations, together with

data presented earlier, allow the relations shown in Fig. 5

to be put forward.

Only the alkaline lipase activity was inhibited by ABA; the

activity of AcL in embryos was not affected by the hormone

(Ranjan and Lewak 1995). In contrast, both lipases are

affected by jasmonate. Alkaline lipase activity is stimulated

by JA treatment in cultured dormant embryos, in parallel to

their germination, and both effects are additive to those of

light. Inhibitors of JA biosynthesis (salicylhydroxamic acid–

SHAM and n-propyl gallate) inhibited germination and AlkL

activity to a similar extent (Ranjan and Lewak 1992). Acid

lipase was markedly stimulated by JA, but only in dormant

embryos, and embryos stratified no longer than for 45 days. It

seems to be of interest that the effects of both JA (stimulation)

and ABA (inhibition) on the activity of both lipases were also

observed in vitro when the hormones were applied to enzyme

extracts (Ranjan and Lewak 1995). This observation indicates

that the control of both activities by JA and ABA relies upon

their activation rather than on the enzyme proteins synthesis.

The additivity of the effects of JA with those of GA and

light on dormant embryo germination and on AlkL activity

(Ranjan and Lewak 1992, 1994) indicates that JA affects

AlkL in another way than that triggered by light and shown

in Fig. 5. Moreover, the lack of additivity between the

effects of JA and ABA on germination and AlkL activity

(Ranjan and Lewak 1995) suggests that the site of action of

ABA in the JA-initiated chain of events differs from that

Fig. 5 Schematic presentation

of the sites of action of

environmental factors (low

temperature and light) and

gibberellin in the control of lipid

catabolism in apple embryos.

AcL and AlkL acid and alkaline

lipases, respectively
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triggered by light and GA. The scheme in Fig. 6 shows two

possible positions of this second site of ABA action. One is

a direct effect on AlkL activity; ABA would counteract the

stimulatory action of JA and GA. Another possibility is the

inhibition of JA synthesis by ABA that depends on the

supply of linolenic acid, similarly as it has been recently

demonstrated for another experimental model (Adie et al.

2007). The observation that the synthesis of JA is involved

in the stimulation of germination and of AlkL activity

supports the latter possibility. The scheme in Fig. 6 com-

pletes the relations shown in Fig. 5.

Metabolism of carbohydrates

Although sugars are not the main storage material of apple

seeds (see ‘‘Carbohydrate metabolism’’), they play impor-

tant roles in the early metabolic events of germination

as well as in removal of dormancy during stratification

(Roberts 1969, Corbineau et al. 1989). Catabolism of car-

bohydrates is not only source of metabolic energy and of

carbon skeletons for syntheses, but also monosaccharides

are signaling molecules involved in several developmental

processes in plants (Weber and Roitsch 2000; Koch 2004).

As mentioned earlier (‘‘Cyanides’’), hydrogen cyanide

strongly affects the catabolism of sugars in apple seeds

during stratification through a selective control of the

activity of several enzymes implicated in different cata-

bolic pathways, and at the same time stimulates embryo

germination and eliminates the secondary symptoms of

embryonic dormancy (asymmetric growth and greening of

cotyledons).

Cyanide that appears in a relatively high concentration

during early seed stratification contributes to the supply of

the embryo with monosaccharides; it markedly stimulates

alkaline invertase (AlkI) (Bogatek et al. 1999). The activity

of the enzyme is also controlled by jasmonate which

inhibits AlkI in the upper (non-growing) cotyledons of

cultured dormant embryos (Bogatek et al. 2002).

On the other hand, HCN inhibits the activity of glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase, thus limiting the saccharide-

originated carbon flow through oxidative pentose phosphate

path (PPP; Bogatek and Lewak 1988, 1991). At the same

time HCN enhances the glycolytic sugar degradation

by stimulating its key enzymes: pyruvate kinase and

PPi-dependent phospho-fructokinase. This last activity is

stimulated indirectly; HCN affects 2-kinase activity, thus

contributing to the rise of fructose-2,6-bisphosphate level,

which in turn stimulates phosphofructo-kinase (Bogatek

1995). These relations are schematically presented in Fig. 7.

Protein metabolism

As it has been mentioned earlier (‘‘Protein metabolism’’),

the total protein level in apple embryos is only slightly

affected by the low temperature of stratification, whereas

the proteolytic activity rises markedly during the initial

period of the treatment. This increase is due to some spe-

cific proteases; among them the enzyme hydrolyzing bonds

adjacent to a cysteine residue is the best characterized

( _Zarska-Maciejewska and Lewak 1983). It is activated by

low temperature, and its temperature optimum is 5�C. On

the other hand, there are no data on the effect of light on

proteolytic activity.

Attempts to demonstrate effects of gibberellins or cyto-

kinins on the activity of proteolytic enzymes have failed. In

contrast, jasmonic and abscisic acids were effective when

applied on isolated embryos in culture (Ranjan and Lewak

1995). JA stimulated all the activities tested, whereas ABA

had generally an inhibitory action when a non-specific sub-

strate (casein) was used. The picture was different when

hydrolysis of native proteins of apple embryo by the crude

enzyme extract was assayed: it was stimulated by both JA

and ABA. It was then concluded that among different apple

seed proteolytic activities toward native substrates there is

one (or several) dominant stimulated also by ABA.

The ABA-induced secondary dormancy resulted in a

blockage of cell cycle in the apple embryo axis in the G1

phase (Bouvier-Durand et al. 1989). Nuclear and nucleolar

volumes were reduced, and their structure became similar

to that seen in primary dormant embryos. This observation

may indicate that in dormant embryos nucleic acids, and

protein synthesis is inhibited by ABA.

Secondary effects of dormancy

By definition, the primary effect of dormancy is the inhi-

bition, or slowing down, of growth (‘‘Introduction’’ and

‘‘Environmental factors that affect dormancy in apple

GA

Faty
acids

Storage
  lipids 

ABA

  Enzymes 
synthesizing
      JA

ß-oxidation

AlkLABA JA

Fig. 6 Two possible sites of abscisic acid (ABA) action on alkaline

lipase (AlkL) activity in germinating dormant apple embryos. Mark

on an arrow indicates inhibitory effect. GA gibberellin, JA jasmonic

acid
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seeds’’). The growth (germination) and development of

seedlings from dormant isolated apple embryos and from

such embryos in which dormancy is only partly removed

(short stratification, treatment by light or gibberellin) are

disturbed, and several morphological and physiological

anomalies are observed in seedlings. The appearance of

these features, differing from those of seedlings grown

from non-dormant (stratified) embryos, can be considered

as secondary, side, or post-effects of dormancy.

One of these effects of partly removed dormancy is the

formation of seedlings with morphological anomalies,

described in details by Côme (1967, 1970). Cotyledons of

embryos isolated from dormant apple seeds grow asym-

metrically; one cotyledon, usually the one being in better

contact with humid medium of culture, increases consid-

erably in size and, if illuminated, turns green, whereas the

other one does not grow and remains white. Other anom-

alies concern mainly the development of the embryo rad-

icle and hypocotyl.

Growth asymmetry

The growth asymmetry seems to be under hormonal con-

trol. It has been demonstrated that jasmonic acid inhibits

the growth of cotyledons isolated from dormant embryos

(Bogatek et al. 2002). Its concentration in the lower coty-

ledon (one in contact with wet medium and growing faster)

could be diminished as a result of simple diffusion, simi-

larly as that of ABA (‘‘Abscisic acid’’), and thus, lead to

growth asymmetry. Moreover, the asymmetry disappears in

embryos treated with HCN (‘‘Cyanides’’). The intensity of

storage sucrose hydrolysis is markedly higher in the upper

cotyledon than in the lower one (Bogatek et al. 1999). In

the upper (non-growing) cotyledon, JA was found to inhibit

the activity of AlkI, the enzyme responsible for sucrose

hydrolysis in cotyledons (Bogatek et al. 2002). In contrast,

HCN treatment stimulated the activity. It can be, therefore,

concluded that the growth asymmetry of cotyledons in

dormant apple embryos in culture is under hormonal con-

trol, where the role of JA and HCN is evidenced, and that

reserve sugar catabolism is implicated in this secondary

effect of dormancy.

Development of photosynthesis

Another symptom (secondary effect) of embryonic dor-

mancy, asymmetric greening of cotyledons, is obviously

related to the development of photosynthetic activity. It

was demonstrated that CO2 assimilation by germinating

dormant apple embryos in culture starts ca. 10 days later

RESERVE  OLIGOSACCHARIDES      RESERVE  LIPIDS

MONOSACCHARIDES

glycosidases
lipid catabolism & 
gluconeogenesis

Glucose-6-P

6-P-gluconate Fructose-6-P

hexokinase

phosphogluco-
isomerase

Fructose-1,6-P2

phospho-
fructokinase

Fructose-2,6-P2
2-kinase

glucose-6-P
dehydrogenase

HCNJA

pentose
phosphate
pathway 

glycolysis

Acetyl-CoA

Pyruvate
kinase

P-enolpyruvate
HCN

Fig. 7 Schematic presentation

of sites of regulatory action of

hydrogen cyanide and

jasmonate (JA) in the sugar

catabolism in apple embryos.

Mark on an arrow indicates

inhibitory effects
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than that of non-dormant (stratified) ones (Maciejewska

et al. 1974). The rate of 14CO2 incorporation into cultured

embryos isolated from seeds after different periods of

stratification was markedly lower in dormant embryos

when compared with those stratified for longer than

20 days. The dormancy reduced also by ca. 50% the con-

tent of chlorophyll in cultured embryos.

The activity of enzymes involved in CO2 assimilation

is markedly affected by dormancy. During the culture

of non-dormant (stratified) apple embryos, the activity of

ribulose bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RUBISCO)

increased sharply reaching the maximum value after a

week. The rise in RUBISCO activity in dormant embryos

during the culture was delayed by 3 days, and its maxi-

mum value was only ca. 70% of that in non-dormant ones

(Ryć and Lewak 1980). The activity of another carbox-

ylating enzyme phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC)

in embryos isolated from dormant seeds increased twofold

during their culture, whereas in non-dormant embryos it

decreased during the same time by one order of magnitude

(Ryć and Lewak 1975). Activities of both glyceraldehyde

phosphate dehydrogenases (NAD and NADP dependent)

were ca. tenfold higher in non-dormant than in dormant

embryos. The increase of NADP enzyme was sharper in

dormant embryos in culture than in non-dormant ones. In

contrast, the activity of NAD-dependent dehydrogenase

rose considerably (by more than one order of magnitude)

in cultured non-dormant embryos, but remained unchan-

ged in dormant ones (Ryć and Lewak 1977).

As it could be expected, most features of photosynthetic

apparatus are low in dormant embryos in culture and increase

during dormancy removal. This was the case of the intensity

of CO2 assimilation, chlorophyll content, as well as the

activities of RUBISCO and glyceraldehyde dehydrogenases.

The observation that the PEPC activity did not follow the

same pattern since it was high in dormant embryos and low

in stratified ones, led us to assume that different routes of

CO2 assimilation are used in germinating dormant and non-

dormant embryos (Ryć and Lewak 1980). The dominant role

of CO2 assimilation by PEPC in the early photosynthesis in

apple seedlings was confirmed using a different experi-

mental approach (Blanke and Ebert 1992).

The development of the photosynthetic activity in apple

seedlings is under hormonal control. Chlorophyll accumu-

lation in non-dormant embryos in culture was strongly

inhibited by ABA treatment, similar to their germinability

(Ryć and Lewak 1982). Although in dormant embryos

application of GA or CK was without effect, treatment with a

mixture of both hormones increased the chlorophyll content

up to the level observed in non-dormant control embryos.

The RUBISCO activity in dormant embryos in culture

was stimulated by GA, CK, and their mixture. In non-

dormant embryos, the enzyme was inhibited by ABA

treatment down to the level observed in dormant ones. The

effect was reversed by simultaneous GA treatment, but not

by CK. The activity of PEPC in dormant embryos treated

with a mixture of GA and CK was inhibited to the level

found in non-dormant embryos; GA and CK applied sep-

arately had a weaker effect. The same enzyme activity was

stimulated by ABA in non-dormant embryos, but the

activity reached only half of that in dormant ones, and the

stimulation was not reversed by simultaneous application

of GA or CK. The incomplete reversibility of the ABA

effects by GAs and CKs indicates that, although ABA is

certain to participate in the onset and maintenance of

embryonic dormancy, the mechanism involved in this

phenomenon is more complicated than a simple hormonal

balance. Moreover, the data discussed above do not con-

firm the Khan’s hypothesis on selective roles of hormones

in the control of dormancy, presented earlier (‘‘Regulatory

complex involved in dormancy removal’’).

Persistence of dormancy in callus

The persistence of some dormancy markers in subsequent

generations of non-differentiated cells of calli derived from

apple embryos of different depth of dormancy might also

be considered as a post-effect of dormancy.

The growth rate, dedifferentiation ability, as well as the

activity of some reserve-hydrolyzing enzymes (‘‘Metabolic

events occurring during dormancy removal’’) in apple calli

were used as dormancy markers. The dedifferentiation of

tissues of non-dormant (stratified) embryos was markedly

faster than that of dormant ones (Sińska 1988). Moreover,

embryo axes formed calli markedly more easily than did

cotyledons. Also the frequency of morphological anoma-

lies formation in regenerated plants (described above,

‘‘Growth asymmetry’’) depended on the depth of dormancy

of tissues (axes and/or cotyledons) from which the calli had

originated. The patterns of changes in the activities of

alkaline invertase (AlkI), proteases hydrolyzing albumine,

and cystine endopeptidase (hydrolyzing cystine-di-b-

naphtylamide) in calli derived from axes and cotyledons of

dormant seeds and seeds submitted to different periods of

cold stratification followed almost exactly the pattern of

these enzyme changes in intact axes and cotyledons iso-

lated from the same seeds (Maciejewska and Lewak 2006).

The nature of the factor(s) responsible for persistent

dormancy in apple embryo-derived calli remains unknown.

The endogenous calli hormones certainly are not implicated

in the control of dormancy-related (marker) enzyme activ-

ities although the activity of proteases in cultured apple

embryos was shown to be inhibited by ABA (Ranjan and

Lewak 1995); the subsequent generations of undifferenti-

ated cells were supplied every 2 weeks, during the transfers

into fresh medium, with relatively high concentrations of
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auxin and cytokinin, hormones that unquestionably are not

involved in apple seed dormancy maintenance (‘‘Auxins’’

and ‘‘Cytokinins’’).

Conclusions, questions, and perspectives

Dormancy in apple seeds, as defined in ‘‘Dormancy and

processes cardinal for growth’’, is brought about by several

barriers that inhibit processes cardinal for germination.

Some of them are of a structural character; the seed coat

hampers water access to the embryo, thus affecting the

imbibition and as a result, hampers the function of many

enzymes, membranes and cellular organelles. The same

structure limits the entrance of oxygen to the embryo,

affecting the oxidative processes. Other barriers are of

developmental character; dormant embryo mitochondria

need maturation before they reach full activity. The best

studied are, however, the metabolic barriers that render

successful germination impossible.

The blocks that hinder the metabolic processes in the

embryo are affected (alleviated or eliminated) by envi-

ronmental stimuli. In addition to water accessibility, the

thermal conditions play here a primary role and, under

specific circumstances, also light conditions. The effects of

appropriate (low) temperature and light can be, to some

extent, replaced by treatments with chemicals, mainly

phytohormones. In addition to endogenous hormones

(‘‘Hormones and other regulators affecting apple embry-

onic dormancy’’), also other elements of cellular signaling

pathways are certain to operate. Sugar and lipid metabo-

lism in apple seeds can be involved not only in reserve

mobilization but also in the supply of signal molecules

implicated in the control of the cardinal processes of dor-

mancy removal, as it has been proposed recently for other

experimental systems (e.g., Gibson 2005, Wang 2004). It

seems to be of some interest that raffinose present in dor-

mant apple seeds disappeared very early during stratifica-

tion (Bogatek et al. 1999). It could be, therefore, concluded

that this sugar is used as reserve material during dormancy

removal despite that carbohydrates belonging the to raffi-

nose family have been postulated to play a regulatory role

in many seeds (e.g., Obendorf 1997).

The metabolic events leading to the removal of dor-

mancy rely mostly on the mobilization of seed reserve

materials in order to produce energy and intermediates for

syntheses of cellular components indispensable for suc-

cessful germination and subsequent growth and develop-

ment of the seedling. Although the reserves are hydrolyzed

and metabolized also after the completion of germination,

the primary role of these processes in the pre-germinative

events (dormancy removal) has been evidenced; not only

the correlations between dormancy depth and activities of

hydrolytic enzymes were demonstrated, but also the inhi-

bition of these activities hampered germination of embryos,

thus deepening their dormancy.

During the dormancy removal, a network of metabolic

events and a complex of regulatory relations operate in

apple embryo. Several elements of the network are

described in the cited papers and discussed in this review.

Others remain to be investigated. The recognized sites of

action of the environmental and regulatory (chemical)

factors are presented in Fig. 8.

The presented data (Hormones and other regulators

affecting apple embryonic dormancy’’ and ‘‘Environmental

and hormonal control of metabolic events’’) indicate a

pivotal role of hormones and other regulatory molecules in

the network. Some of them are activated and/or synthesized

early during dormancy breaking (GAs, CKs, ethylene, JA,

and HCN), and others disappear at the same time (ABA).

The changes in their levels have been shown to be induced

by changing water relations (ABA and possibly ethylene),

but also by low temperature treatment and light (GAs, CKs,

JA, and HCN). They act pleiotropically, being involved in

the control of different crucial enzyme activities that cat-

alyze mobilization and transformations of reserves.

It is obvious that the concentration of a hormone in the

cell is an important parameter that determines its effect, in

parallel to the sensitivity of the responding (target) system.

However, our knowledge about the mechanisms operating

in apple seeds that determine the levels of particular hor-

mones and participate in their observed changes is rather

scarce. The inactivation of hormones by binding with

sugars, amino acids, or short peptides has been evidenced,

as well as the release of free active compounds from such

conjugates. The enzymes implicated in these processes are,

however, not jet identified, and the modes of their activa-

tion/inactivation by the factors affecting embryo dormancy

remain mysterious. Similarly, the biosynthesis of some

hormones (GAs and ethylene) has been shown to partici-

pate in the changes in their levels and to be induced by

thermal and light conditions. Yet, the mode of the induc-

tion remains unknown.

There is some evidence that protein biosynthesis is

involved in the observed changes in the activity of certain

enzymes. It is tempting to assume the existence of some

‘‘dormancy genes’’ whose controlled expression would be

responsible for the onset, maintenance, and removal of

embryo dormancy. Obviously, their products would be

involved in the induction and regulation of the processes

cardinal for dormancy and germination. Genetic studies on

Arabidopsis thaliana allowed the identification genes

coding for some regulatory proteins. RGL2 was proposed

to control germination by counteracting the events induced

by endogenous seed gibberellin. RGL2 gene is activated by

seed imbibition; the high level of the RGL2 transcript in
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dormant seeds declines rapidly when germination begins

(Lee et al. 2002; Peng and Harberd 2002). Unfortunately,

this interesting hypothesis was not confirmed by sub-

sequent studies (Bassel et al. 2004). On the other hand, a

number of Arabidopsis genes implicated in gibberellin

synthesis or metabolism have been identified; the cold-

inducible GA biosynthesis gene AtGA3ox is also positively

regulated by light through phytochrome (Yamauchi et al.

2004), thereby integrating different signals that affect seed

germination. Moreover, a light-regulated protein (PIL5)

that controls GA responsiveness of germinating seeds was

described recently (Oh et al. 2007). Another recently pos-

tulated mechanism of seed dormancy regulation relies upon

chromatin remodeling; expression of the gene HUB1

and/or HUB2 was shown to be required for maintaining

Arabidopsis seed dormancy (Liu et al. 2007). The HUB1

and HUB2 proteins are ligases responsible for monoubiq-

uitination of histone H2B, which is supposed to influence

the transcription of several dormancy-related genes. No

similar studies have been done on apple seed dormancy

although a substantial part of the apple genome has already

been sequenced, a bacterial artificial chromosome library

constructed, and several linkage maps elaborated (e.g.,

Vinatzer et al. 1998; Liebhard et al. 2003; Beuning et al.

2005). Those studies were undertaken for the needs of

breeders and/or phytopathologists and, according to my

best knowledge, no functional analysis of individual genes

has been performed. One can only hope that with the

sophisticated genomic tools now in hand, the coming years

will see their application to unraveling the biochemical and

physiological phenomena collectively known as embryonic

dormancy.
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